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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE PHYSICAL ASPECTS

By AIJFEE~ GESSOW and KENNETH B.

SUMMARY

In order to provide engineers interested in rotating+ing air-
craft but with no spem”alized training in stability theory some
understanding of the factors that in~uence the jlying qualities
oj the helicopter, an explanation is made of both the static
stability and the stick-$.red oscillation in horering and forumd
$ight in terms of fundczmenkd physical quantities. Three
~ignt~cant stability factors—static stability with angle of atta.ck$
static stability with speed, and damping due to a. pitch;ng or
rolling relocitg—are explained in detail.

INTRODUCTION

Most of the published literature on helicopter stabfit.y is
written for the specialist. in stability theory and is somewhat.
difficult for the average engineer to understand. An
expkmtion of the fundamental ideas undedyi.ng helicopter
stability in terms of the basic physical parameters in-rolved
rather than in specialized mathematics therefore appears
desirable.

The subject is introduced by discussions of the means of
helicopter control and the origin of the forces and moments
which act on the helicopter as a result of deviations from
trimmed flight conditions. These funclamental iclecfs are
then appfied to the hovering helicopter and to the helicopter
in forward flight. An understanding of the stability of the
helicopter in both of these conditions is aided by analogy with
the stability of the fked-wing airplane. ‘1’his comparison
is made possible in hovering because of the fact. that. the zero
lateral velocity of the trimmed airplane in forward flighk is
analogous to zero translational -relocity of the hovering
helicopter. In forward flight., helicopter longitudinal st a-
bility may be cIirectly compared with the corresponding
motions of the airplane.

The hanclhg qualities of an aircraft are those stability ancl
control characteristics that affect the ease and safety of flying
the aircraft. This report. is primariIy restricted to a study
of helicopter stability w’hich, aside from its direct. effect on
handliig qualities, must also be studied in order to under-
stand control characteristics. The first phase of stability
considered is static stability, which has an obvious influence
on the handling qualities of the helicopter. In the seconcl
phase, a det aiIed discussion of the period of tie controI-fied
oscillation of the helicopter is given, not because the period
necessarily a.ffects the pilot’s opinion of the handIing qualities
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(see reference 1) but because the factors that affect the
period are thought. to influence the pilot’s opinion of the
hancbg quaIities. A stud-y of the period is thus feh to be
a. convenient -way to gain an understanding of these factors,
which in turn is considered to be of value in evaluating and
improving helicopter hancUing qualities.

In this report, only the single-rotor helicopter with fully
articukded blades, flapping hinges on the rotor shaft., and a
conventional controI system is considered as it is the funda-
mental cordigurat.ion.
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gross weight, of helicopter or airpkme, pounds
rotor thrust, pounds
airplane or helicopter lift-, pouncls
true airspeed of heiicopt er or airpkne along flight .

path, feefi per second
blade radius, feet
airplane *U span, feet
rot or disk area or airplane wing area, square feet
mass dem~ity of air, slu=m per cubic foot
rot at iomd velocity of rotor, raclicms per second
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airplane or helicopter lift. coefficient
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tip-speed ratio approx. &R

.
angular -relocity of helicopter (pitching or rolling),

radians per second
mass constant of rotor blades; e-xpresses ratio of. air

forces to mass forces (7 is inversely proportional to
blade moment of inertia about flapping hinge)

angular displacement of rotor cone due to angular
-relocity of helicopter, radians

period of oscillation, seconds —
acceleration due to gravity, feet per second per second
Pitchg moment, foot-pounds
damping in pitch or roll (rate of change of pit thing

or rolling moment with pitching or rolling velocity)}
foot-pounds per radian per second

stability with speed (rate of change of moment with “”
translational velocit.y), foot-pounds per foot per
second
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static stability with angle of attack (rate of change
of moment with angle of at t@),. foot-pounds per
radian

rate of change of thrust wiLh angle of attack, pounds
per radian

(
M

pitching-moment coefficient ~ for helicopter;
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M
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for airplane where Z is mean aerodynamic
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chord

)
helicopt& or airpkme fuselage angle of attack,

clegrees
dish-mce between rotor shaft and helicopter center

of gravity; posi t.ivc when center of gravity is”rear-
\\,ard, fee~

height of rotor hub nbow helicopt.cr center of grav-
ity, feet

component at blade element of resultant velocity
perpendicular to blacle-span axis ancl to rotor shaf t,
feet per second

component at Made element of resultant velocity
perpendicular botl~. to bkde-span ~xis and t’~, feet
pm second.

blade-element angle of attwk measured from line of
zero lift, radians

Helicopter nose-up moments, angular displacements, and
angular velocities are assumed to be positive. For lateral
moticms from hovering, moments, angular displacements,
and angular velocities which tend to raise the advancing
side of the fuselage arc posntive. Changes in translational
velocities in the direction of..increasing velocity, as well as
upward forces, are also positiye.

STABILITY DEFINITIONS

The foI1owing stability definitions are given for terms
used herein:
Trim—An aircraft is trimnied in steady flight when the

resulttmt force and moment on the aircraft me equal to
zero.

Aircraft stability4taMlity is related to the behavior of an
aircraft after it is clieturbed slightly from the trimmed
condition.

Stat ic shtbiliLy-An aircraft is statically stable if there is an
initial tm(lcncy for it to return to its trim condition after
an angular displ~cement or a-fter a change in translational
velocity from that condit,io~; it is unstublc if it tends to
ctive.rge from trim after being displaced. An a.irc,raft is
neu tmlly stable if it tencls to remain in the condition to
which it has been displaced.

Dynamic stabiMy—The dynamic stability of an aircraft
deals with the oscillation of the aircraft, about its trim posi-
tion foHowing a clisturbance from trim. Figure ] ilhls-
trat.es a t,ypical variation of amplitude of two oscillations

CCIMMITTFJI-FCIR AERONAUTICS

wifi time. The period of these o.scilltiticms, which is
defined as the time required for the oscillation to go throug~}
one cycle, is shown in this figure. If the C11VC1OJN of the

oscillation (dash line) dwrcascs in nmgnit.udc with timr,
the osciHation is dynwnimlly stable; if it incrmscs with
time, the oscillation is dynamirnlly unstahh’. ‘1’hc Lime
to dcmble or half the timplitnde of the oscilla[icm is Mnrd
as the time necessary for the amplitude of the enwlopc to
double or half. This quant.it.y is a m~aswo of the kgrcc
of stability or instability of the oscillation in thtit. u small
time to hillf the amplitude indicates a rapi(lly convergent.
or highly stable oscillation; whereas, n small (inw to cioublu
amplitude indicates a rapidly divcrgenL or highly unslab]e
oscillation.

(a)

// ——

/
/ C— Period +

4

\

(a)stable.

(b) Vnstablc.

FIGURE I.-Typical variation of amplitu~c with time of a WMblcand unstahlcoWIWm,

ROTOR CHARACTERISTICS

ROTOR CONTROL

The mmns. for controlling the conwntional hvlicop[.w cnn
be visualized by considering a systwn such as that. shown in
figure 2-composed of a shaft: rotating couuterclockwiw (m
viewed from nbovej and to which arc attarhcd two b]adcs
which are free to flap about, u chorclwisc axis prrpc~n[licular
tO the shaft..
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~] Angles of attack pro- (c) Hubdetailoffigure 2(b). (d) Hub detaftof@ure2(b).
dined by rotor-shafttilt. (Same blsde azhnuthposi- (Bhdes raktwl omqmrter

tion.) mrofution.)

[e! Final equilibrium posfiion.

FIGrRE2.—Tireeffect of rotor-shafttilt on the pkme of rotation.
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If the shaft is suddenly tilted to the. position shown in
figure 2(b), the plane of rotation will, for m instant, remain
unchanged because the blades are hinged. If the rotor wr.ere
locatecl in a vacuum, the plane of rotation would continue
to remain in its original position bec.ausc no forces normal to
the plane of rotation arc produced. Examination of the
schematic detailed views of the rotor hub in figures 2(c) and
2(d) shows that this condition of no plane-of-rotation tdt is
mechanically possible. Under actual operating conditions,
however, the pkme of rotation will change because of the
air forces that are produced as a result of the shaft tilt. As
can be seen in figure 2(b), the tilt of the shaft causes the
angle of attack of the blacks to change cyclically. Thus,
the Made moving to the left has an increased lift and mows
up to a maximum positive displacement onc-qtiarter revolu-
tion after the position of maximum lift. The blade moving
to the right has a decreased lif~ and moves down to a ma~i-
mum negative displac.e~ent one-quarter revolution after the
position of maximum negative lift:. Therefore, a short. time
later, the plane of rotation is again perpendicular to the
rotor shaft as shown in figuie 2(e). Thus, although by
tilting the shaft it was impossible to force physically the
hinged blades to dine .themw+es with the shaft, the tilt
produced a cyclic change in Made angle of attack such that
the air forces brought the blades into.proper alinement. This
idea can be applied direcfly to a helicopter in that, if the
rotor shaft is tilted, the rotor will quickly realine itself with
respect to the shaft. A movement of the control stick of a
conventional helicopter is equivalent to tilting the shaft
with respect to the ihselage. The resulting tilt of the rotor
with respect to the fuselage will produce a moment about the
helicopter center of gravity, because the rotor. thrust acts
approximately perpendicular to the plane of rotation and
the center of gravity lies on tlwti”m line of thrust. (In the
present report the rotor thrust is assumed to act at right
angles to the plane of rotation. This. assumption is sufii-
cientl y exact for a preliminary qualitative understanding
of helicopter stability and control.)

DAMPING IN PITCH OR ROLL

The foregoing discussion pointe out. that some delay exists
between a rapid shaft tilt and the rcalinernent of the rotor
with the shaft. Thus, if the shaft continues to tilt, the plane
of rotation wiH continue to.. lag behind the rotor shaft.
Also pointed out was the fact thut, when the rotor plane is
displaced from its perpendicular position relative to the
shaft, air forces are produced. It follows, therefore, that,
although no moments can be transmitted directly from the
shaft to the hinged rotating blacks during steady pitc’.hing
or rolling, the merodynarnic forces produced when the rotor is
displaced from the shaft supply the moment necessary to
overcome continuously the flapping inertia of the rotor.

A simple derivation givcm in refcrcncc 2 yields the following
result for the angular displaccrntm~ of the rotor plane with
respect to the shaft per unit tilting velocity of the shrifti

(1)

The dimensions of the quantities of either side of cqun[ ion (1)

VW be noted to be the units of time. The quantity lG/+2
can be interpreted pbysicnl]y as follows: If the rotor
shaft is tilting at any constant angular velocity, tlw tlNwsL
vector reaches a given attitude in space 10/@ SCCOM.ISafter
the rotor shaft has reachecl that tittihk

If a helicopter is~ilted at an angulRr velocity w, m shown
in figure 3, the ensuing lag of the rotor plane c]isplaccs (1JC
thrust wct,or and thus produces a momenL about thc cent er
of gravity. This moment. due to Lilting vclocity is know
as “damping in pitrh:’ or “damping in roll,” deprmling
upon the axis about which the tilting occurs, and can k
expressed mathematically as MI/Aw or AL. Because (his
moment .is always opposite to the tilting vclority for W
conventional rotor, iVe is always stabilizing and according
to the convention, negative in sign. (Inasmuch as the cflccts
of lateral and longitudinal motions from hovcriug are similarl
descriptions of either motion are applicabk to the othw. }

*I
pl61

\ c. 9. /“,--- /’~. --- =---. -—-—— ---
FIWRE 3.-SOWX of helkoptm damping In pitch.

STABILITY WIT1l SPEED

Consider the rotor of figure 2(a) mount cd on a hrlicop[w
which is subj ccted to a translational vckity. The cflw
of this translational velocity is t0. tilt the plane of rolwt ion
in a. direction away from the vclomty of transk (ion M shown
in figure 4.. This tilting of the rotor plane is a result of blade
flapping which arises from differences in lif~ on the advancing -
and retreating bladcs brought abou L by diflcmnccs hi
velocity. Blade flapping, whirll cyclically varies the Idnck
a.ngle of attack, tends to equalize these diflwcnccs in lift.

.
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FIGcFu?4.-Effect of translaffonol_reloeftyon attitude of War @Ie ofrotation.

The rotor plane -miII tilt farther backwards (that is, ffapping
will increase) with increasing tranda tiorml speeds, inasmuch
as the velocity of the advancing blades becomes increasingly
greater than the velocity of the retreating blades. Figure 4
indicates that this tiIt. of the rotor plane due to translational
velocity will produce a moment about. the helicopter center
of gravity. The moment -d be nose-up with increasing
speed and nose-down with decreasing speed. The variation
of moments due to changes in translational velocity is a
measure of stabiIity with speed! which can be expressed
mathenmt icaIIy as LW/A17 or Mr-. Inasmuch as nose-up
moments are considered positive, Mr is d-ways positi~e for
the conventional helicopter rotor.

VARIATIOX OF ROTOR MOMEXT AiXD FORCE WITH FIJSELAGE
AXGLE OF ATTACK

As shown in figure 2, a change in at tit ude of the hovering
helicopter (-which is pre-rented from translatingj rwdts in
an equal tilt of the rotor plane with the result that no rotor
moment. or change in thrust occurs. In for-ward flight, hovr-
ewr$ a change in longitudinal attitude (fuselage angle of
attackl fl produce a rotor moment and a thrust change.
This moment due to a change in fuselage angle of attack at
constant -relocity arises from the change in flapping (tilt. of
the rotor plane relative to the fuselage) and can be under-
stood by an examination of figure 5. Consider a nose-up
change in fuseIage angle of attack a from the trim value as
shown in figure 5(a). The changes in relative velocities
imcl angle of attack of a t.ypica~ blade element, -which result.
from this change in fuselage angle, are shown in figure 5(b)
where ~P, TTT,and a, represent. trimmed values. The change
h blade section angle of attack ACY, is equal to A~JU~ (for
the usual assumption of smalI angles inchlcled in helicopter
analysesj, and the change in lift at this section, which is
proportional to Aci, PT2, is therefore proportional to AG t’~.
Inasmuch as A~P is constant over the rotor clisk (the com-
ponent. of flight -relocity through the disk is constant. over
the disk), the change in lift due to the change in fuselage
angle of at t aclc is greater on the advancing bIade where ~~ is
highest. This unequal increase in lift. between the advancing

— Original frim con figuraf;bn
— - Con figuraftbn uf fer fi/f

\\J+\Ad

(a) \ -.
‘‘-~’’kor shaf f

(a) Side view ofhelicopter.

(b) Velocity diagram of typical blade ekment.

FKKRE5.—Effect of eheage fn fussloge angle of mock on re,mrMontrotorforce.

and retreating blades is compensated for by increased
flapping or a. backward tilt of the rotor cone with respect.
to the fuselage. At the same time, the increased lift- at all
sections resuIts in an increase ii the mamtit ude of the rotor
thrust. Figure 5(a) shows that this tih of the thrust vector
with respect to the fuselage, which results from the nose-up
change in fuselage angle, produces a nose-up moment about
the fuselage center of gravity -which is accentuated by the”
increased magnitude of the rotor thrust. If a nose-down -”
change in fuselage angle had been considered, the result
-would have been a forward tilt. of the rotor cone relati~e to
the fuselage and a recluction in thrust. Inasmuch as a change
in angle results in a change in magnitucle as well as a tilt. of
the thrust -rector, doubIing a nose-up change in angle more
than doubles the nose-up moment. Conversely, doubling a
nose-down change in angIe results in less than a doubled
nose-down moment but nevertheless a nose-down moment.

The preceding discussion shows that the variation of
moment. about the center of gratit y with angle of at t~clc at

.
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FI,iURE6.—Pitcfdngmoment contributed by rotorresuItant formabout center ofgravity as a
function of fuselagemgIeof attack.

constant speed for the helicopter rotor would be as shown
in figure 6. This figure shows that the rotor is unstable with
fuselage angIe of attack and that. a given change in angle of
attack from trim produces a greater moment change in the
nose-up direct ion than in the nose-down cIirect ion. This
figure also shows that. the instability with angle of attack
becomes greater with Iarger nose-up angle-of-attack changes
and smaller with larger nose-clown angle-of-at taclc changes.

The variation of moment due to changes in fuseIage angle
is a measure of static stability with angle of attuck which
may .be expressed mathematically as 2W/.AcE or .11=. For
the staticcdly unstctbIe helicopter rotor, M= is, according to
the sign conventio~, always positive in sign. The variation
in thrust with angle change is expressed mathematically as
A~/Aa or T.. For the conventional helicopter rotor, T= is
positive.

STABILITY IN HOVERING FLIGHT

STATIC STABII.JTY

According to the definition of static stability, the hovering
helicopter possesses neutraI static stability with respect to
angular displacements in that, if it is displaced in roll or
pitch tmd prevented from translating, no moments w-ilI arise
to tend to restore it to its original position. The concept-
CIanbe understood b.y remembering thtit the resuhcmt rotor
thrust ahvays passes throngh the helicopter center of gravity
irrespective of the angular position of the helicopter. It
might be pointed out that the conventional fkecl-wing
airpIane in forward flight is also neutrally stable in roll in
that no restoring or upsetting moments are produced when
the airplane is displaced in roll and prevented from trandating
laterally.

Although no restoring moments will be produced by the
angular displacement of the airplane, this cIisp]acement. viII
result in a lateraI velocity due to the unbalanced lateraI
component of lift. force. Once the airplane is moving
laterdIy, the clihedra~ of the wings, combined with the side-
slip velocity, producm a moment tending to reduce its lateral
veIocity by tilting the airplane in a direction opposite to its
initial tih. This effect. can be seen in figure 7. Thus, an
airplane with sufficient wing dihedral is statically stabIe with
regard to changes in lateral ~elocity.

I \

(a) (b) (c)

FIGHtt?;.—The effect o fdihedrol and sidesfip on the IateraImotion of a fixed-winga~fane
(prevent@ from rotating about its rertical axis) followirrga displarwnent in roll.

A simikw situation exists for the hover~m helicopter. An
cm=gulardisplacement of the heIicopt er, -whiIe chrectly produci-
ng no restoring moment, dI result in a trfinslat iongl yel.ocity
due to the unbalanced horizontal component of the thrust.
force. -ks a result of stability with speed, a moment. is pro-
duced which tilts the helicopter so that the horizontal com-
ponent of the thrush vector acts to reduce the tmnsh-itiomd
speed to its initial zero -rahle. Thusj because of its positive
stability with speed, the helicopter is statically stable with
regard to changes in translational -reIocity. The moment
produced by a translational -reIocity shou.Id be noted to be
analogous to the moment produced by wing dihedrtd and
sicIeslip veIocity for the ficed-wing airplane in forward flight.

DYXAM.IC STABILITY

The @ynamic behavior of the hovering helicopter when
upset in roll or pitch can best. be explained by first esamining
the elements that influence the behavior of the fixed-wing
airplane in forward fIight when upset in roil, inasmuch as
the behavior of both ai.mraf t in these conditions me similar
in many respects.

Analogy with the airplane.-h order to study the dynamic
behavior of the airpkme, a more detailecl cliscussion of its.
behavior -when displaced in roII is cIesirabIe. C’onsicIer again
the airplane displaced in roll to the right as in figure 7(a).
A resultant. force to the right. can be observed that causes .=_ ~
the airplane to sideslip to the right.. Once the airpIane is
moving lat ertiy, the cliheclraI of the wings combin~cl with——-—-.P—-
the sideslip ve~ocity produces a moment tending to restore
the airplane to a Ievel attitude as in figure 7(b). If the air-
plane is assumed to be restrained from yatig about its
vertical axis so that no other effects are present, this moment
wi.11succeecI in leveling the airplane. However, when the... ___
airplane reaches a. Ie-rel at titucle, it stilI has a kit eraI velocity
that causes it to continue to roll. The horizontal component
of -wing Iift, now acting to the left, causes the airph-me to
Iose its slateraI velocity and to encI up in the condition shown
in figure 7(c), wherein the airpIane has zero Iat eral velocity
but is clisplaced in roil to the left. The resultant force to
the left causes a movement to the lef t, am-l the cycIe of events
is repeated in the form of an oscillation. If the amplitude -
of the osdation increases -with time, the airpIane is by
definition clymnnically unstable; if the motion decreases in
amp]itucle with time, it is considered dynamically stable.
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During the osciLIation, the airphme has an angular ve-
locit y about its Iongituclinal axis. At the instant. when
the tiirpIane is in the position shown in figure 7(b), for
exampIe, it is roLIing to the left. The result of the rolling
velocity is to reduce the angle of attack of the right w@.
(See fig. 8.) Similarly, the angle of attack of the Ieft wing
is %weased. Thus a clockwise moment is produced that
tends to oppose the counterclockwise angular velocity of the
airplane. The initial angular c[ispIaceraent of an t-tirplane
thus results in an oscillation during -which the airplane is
acted upon by two opposing moments: the first, a moment
produced by the sicleslip -reIocity; and the second, a clamp-
ing moment. procluced b-j- the angular velocity of the airphme.

3 ‘s
< b—-----+ .

. u
Right wing

(a)

-- v
(b)

Ia) Rem ~iew.
lb) Side -riewof right wing.

FIGULES.-Source ofdamping moment on a tixti-wing &irplarreas a residt of rolling relocit y.

Helicopter motion following a disturbance,—The motion
folIowing an initial ariguIar displacement of a heIicopt er, as
well as the moments acting on it during the oscillation, is
analogous to the motion (and moments) just describecl.
-Just as for the airplane, it is desirabIe in the study of the
clynmnic behavior of the hovering helicopter to discuss the
motion of the helicopter foIIowing an angular clisplacement
in greater detail tbzm was done in the section entitled
“Static Stability. ”

If the hovering helicopter is dispIacecI in roll to the right
(fig. 9(a)), the resuItant force to the right will cause the
Micopter to move to the contlguration shown in figure 9(’b).
The helicopter in moving from the position of figure 9(a)
to that of figure 9(b) is subjected to a count erelockwise
moment due to stability vrith speed. This moment roLls
the helicopter until it reaches the configuration shown in
figure 9(c). .! horizont al force now t encls to slow clovm the
helicopter, so that. it returns to zero horizontal velocity in
the position of figure 9(d). Because a horizont t-d force to
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the Ief t is no-w present, the helicopter starts to move to the
left. By proceeding in the manner clescribed for the first
haIf of the cycle, the helicopter reaches the position shown
in figure 9(a), at which time “one cycIe of the oscillation ~
have been completed, and the process repeats.

Just as is true of the fixed-wing airplane in a lat eml oscilla-
tion, the helicopter has an angular velocity about its own
axis during the oscillation wlich also results in a moment
due to clamping in roll. This moment has an important
effect on the oscillation. Examine the position of the heli-
copter shown in figure 9(c). At this instant the helicopter
has a countercIoclmrise an=g@-w~eIocity which causes a small”
clockwise tiIt of the rotor cone from ttmt shown with damping
neglected. The actual configuration of the rotor, wi@--
damping co=~idered, is as shown in figure 10. As can be
seen from this figure, the angtdar -reIocity of the helicopter
causes the rotor cone to lag behind the position it would
have if no damping w-ere present.

Thus far the separate effects resulting from an angular
displacement in attitucle of the helicopter have been exam-
ined. It. has been seen that. the restdt of the displacement.

&&
(a) m

~+ ~br=
(4 (.4)

FIGLmE9.—EEect of stabilit y rr%hspeed on the tmnslat~onafmotion of a heliipter following
a displacement in pikh (or roll) from hovering.

●

. W!fhouf damping
TF :

/..’- -

U@GI

v—

F~GC_BE10.—Positionof rotor mne with and without damping in roll forhelicopter in
~gure 9(c).
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is an osciUation, and it will no-w be shown that. stability
with speed ancl clamping in pitch (or ro~) are most im-
portant in influencing the period of the oscilktion. (The
factors that influence the divergence or convergence of the
oscillation are indicated subsequently herein.)

In order to examine the combined effects of stability -with
speed and damping in.pitch~ the motion folIowing an angular
displacement of a hovering helicopter is examined in succes-
sive steps. For the sake of ckmity, stabtity with speed and
damping in pitch are assumed to act successively, although
their effects act uaIIy occur simultaneously. Each of the
foUovr.ing cycles of events should, therefore, be considered
as occurring o-rer a very short. interval of time. .&o, the
moment of inertia of the fuselage is assumed to be negligible
for the immediate discussion.

C’onsider a hovering helicopter displaced in rol.I (or in
pitch) to an attitude shown in figure II(a). Although no
moment is produced about the center of gravity of the
helicopter, a resulting force occurs to the right w%ich will
rause a velocity to the right, and the helicopter is displaced
to the contlguration of figure 11(b). k this configuration,
the thrust vector has been inclined to the left and produces
a counterclockwise moment about the center of gravity as
a rwdt. of stability with speecl. Inasmuch as the fuselage
moment of inertia was assumed to be negIigible, this moment
in turn quickly produces a counterclockwise angular -re~ocity
so that in n short. interval of time the helicopter is in the
configurrtt.iou of figure 11(c). Because of damping in
pitch, the countwclockwise angular -relocit y has permitted
the fueeIage to overtake the rotor cone, so that, after a
negligible interval of time, the rotor tflt. originally produced
by the stability with speed is neutralized. Inasmuch as a
horizontal component of force to the right still exists, the

T T Td + 4

T
t

~_ v =0
mu ~ .0

(d) (e)
FIGGEE11.—Tran4otional oscillation of a hdfcopter folfowing an attitude

displacement in flovermg.

helicopter cent inues to accelerate in that direction and the
process is repeat cd—that. is, the additional translational
velocity causes an additional thrust vector tflt to the left
which produces a counterclockwise moment and an increase
in angtiar Telocity. Because of the damping in pitch, this
increased an@ar velocity permits the fuselage to aline itself
-with the thrust vector so that. again, after a negligible time
interval, the additional tiIt produced by the stability ~th
speed is neutralized.

Because each cycle has thus far rotated the helicopter
toward a le-rel attitude, the helicopter soon attains a hori-
zontal attitude as shown in figure I I (d). The previous
cycles of e-rents continue to occur in the same way except
that from now on the thrust, vector is tihed to the left., and
the velocity of the helicopter is thus reduced until it reaches
the position of Qure 11(e) There it has zero angular and
t.randatiorud velocity. ‘Ms position corresponds to that of
figure 11 (a). Because a horizontal component to the left
is stilI present, the helicopter starts to move left, the process
represent ecl by figures 11(a) to 11(e) is repeatecl, and the
helicopter continues to oscillate back and forth. The time
required for the helicopter to move from the position shown
in figure 11(a) to that of figure 11(e) is one-half the period
of the oscillation.

k reference .2, a formula is clerived for the period of the
oscillation of a hovering helicopter having zero fuselag.e
moment of inertia, which can be written as .—

P=gl// (2}

The formula for Me is approximately – Z%:. The stability

with speed .311. can be appro.simat ely calculated from an
equation that represents the variation of Longitudinal flapping
with trandational veIocity.

From the preceding discussion, the effect of stability with
speed ancl damping in pitch on the periocl can be physically
interpret ed. Consider the helicopter moving from the
position shorn, in figure 11 (a) to that shown in figure 11(b).
The Iarger the @abiIity with speed is, the greater the thrus~
vector tilt. in figure 11 (b). A huger anguIa.r velocity resuIts
ancl, therefore, the position of figure 11(c) is reached more
quickly. An increase in stabihty with speed thus reduces
the period of the oscillation. Equation (2) gives the same
restit. inasmuch as the stability-with-speed term appears
in the denominator. The effect of stability with speed on
periocl appears to explain the experimentally observed
difkrence notecl in reference 1 between the period of the
pitching ancI the rolhg oscillation for the conventional
single-rotor helicopter. If the tail rotor shaft, for exampler
is mounted above the center of gravity, the tail rotor w-ill
add to the helicopt er’s stability with speed during lateral
motion, ancI thus the period will be decreased. This effect
arises from the change in tail rotor thrust due to the change
in inflow that. occurs -while the taiI rotor is ~xperiencing s
Ia.terfd velocity.
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The effect, of damping in pitch can be seen by comparing
figures 11(b) and 11(c). The larger the damping in pi,tch is,
the smaIIer the angular -reIocit.y necessary to neutralize the
thrust vector tiIt. that w-as produced by the stability with
speed in figure 11 (b). Slower changes in attitude result.
and thus the position of figure 11(e) is reached Iater th& if
leas damping were present. .ti increase in damping in
pitch thus increases the period of the oscillation. Equa-
tion (2~ gives the same result inasmuch as the damping-in-
pitch term appears in the numerator.

Of greater importance than its effecc on the period of the
oscillation is the effect of clamping in pitch on helicopter
handling quidit ies. Most. single-rotor hdicopters with con-
wntional control systems, especially those of smtdI size,
tend to have insticient damping in pitch, -which, according
to reference 1, is a serious handling-qualities deficiency.
(The effect of increased damping in pitch on helicopter
hanclIing qualities has aIso been discussed in se-reri-d other
papers, among which are references 3 ancl 4.) Many present-
da-y helicopters are equippecl tith additional devices that
increase damping in pitch.

According to the mathematics of reference 2, the presence
of a finite fuselage moment of inertia results in a higher
period of the oscillation than that. given by equation (2).
The generaI effects, hovve-rer, of stability with speed and
clamping in pitch axe beIieved to be valid also for the case
of finite moment of inertia.

Although a physical representation of the effect of the
various parameters on the con-rergence or divergence of the
howring oscillation is difficult, their effects have been inw&i-
gatecl theoreticaUy. In reference 5, it was concIuded that
the dyuamic instability of the conventiomd helicopter in
hovering flight could be reduced by cIecreasing the moment
of inertia of the helicop ter fuselage, by increasing the moment
of inertia of the rotor Mades about their ffapping hi~~es
(vihich increases the clamping in pitch), by increasing the
vertical height of the rotor above the center of gra-rit.y of
the helicopter, and by offsetting the flapping hinges from
the center of the rotor.

LONGITUDINAL STABILITY IN FORWARD FLIGHT

STATIC STABILITY

As was done in the study of stability of the heIicopt er in
the hovering condition, some airplane stcibilit y concepts
are used for the interpret at ion of the physicaI paramet era
affecting helicopter stability in forward ftight.

Analogy with the airplan e,—Inasmuch as an airplane can
be displaced in pitch (angIe-of-attack change) or by a change
in forward speed, in generaI, two aspects of static stability
exist because of the two sets of forces and moments produced
by these two changes.

If an airplane is hying in a trimmed position and the angIe
of attack is increased while its speed is kept constant., the
airplane is statically stabIe with respect to angle of attack if
the resulting aerod.ynamie moment is a nose-down moment.
The airpIane static stability viith angle of attack is dependent

upon center-of-gravity position, inasmuch as variations in
center-of-gravity position affect the moment arm of the Iift.”
forces on the -wing and tail.

Consider novi the static stabiIity of an airpIane with
changes in speed and with angIe of attack kept constant.

“If power and Mach number effects m-e neglected, which is
justified for the present. cliscussion, a variation in speed” from
trim speed while the angle of attack and flight path are kept
constant (as couId be clone in a wind tunneI) produces no
aerodynmnic moment about. the center of gravity. In other
viorcIs, the airpIane is neutrally st aticaIIy stable with speed
at constant angle of attack because no change is obtained in
lift or moment. coefficients -with speecl. A given speed change
from trim mereIy changes all of the aerodynamic forces and
moments acting on the airplane in the same proportion, and
the airplane is thereby maintained in trim.

With these concepts in mind, the st atic stability of a given
airplane with fixed center-of-gravity Iocation can be expressed
by theplotsof moment coefficient (7. agaiust.angIeofat tack and
speed of figure 12, data for V&.ichcan be obtained from -ivind-
tunnel tests. Because the moment. coefficient at constant”

c.
o

Airplane angle
of attack —

---- Curves for- specific
,?

combina+mns of.’:,. : anqle of of tack ond,, , etevator Se fting

c=!====--!-“‘“
Curve for trim ungIe of of tacA\

(b)

{8) Plot of C= agafmstairplane angle 0[ atttck
(b) Plot of C. against airplane Eight velocity.

~GCB~ 12.-Basic static-stability curres of a typied Esed-wing airpfane fRgliding alight as
obtained from wind-tunnel teats.

FIGCBE13.-Stetic-etabilft y eume ofa typieaIairplane obtained in glidiig flight. Tbff aura
is independent of speed.
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angIe of attack and control deflection is independent of
speed as shown in figure 12(b), the singIe static-stability
curve of figure 13, which cIoes not clepend on speed, can be
obtained from figure 12(a) done. Figure 13 vw obt ainecl
from figure 12(a) by picking off the elevator settings md their
corresponding trim angles of at tflck, the trim angles of at tack
being rertcliIy converted to lift coefficients. This type of pIot
is the conventional WY of representing the static stability of
an airplane because it can be ensily obtained from flight tests
of an airplane trimmed in straight, steaclyflight (that is, L= ~~”,
C’m=o). A positive slope to the curve of figure 13 mefms
that the airpIane is stabIe stick fixecl in that a forward move-
ment. of the control stick (or down elevatorl is requirecI for
trim at w decreasecI airplane angle of attack (or ~L).

It should be emphasized thut the single curve in figure 13
completely defines the static st nbility of an airplane (at fixed
center-of-gravity posit ion) only because the stat ic stability
of an airplane with speed at constant angle of attack ia
neutral. ‘Wheu the effect of propelIer operation is consiclered,
however, n singIe curve such as that given in figure 13 is no
longer sufficient. t-is the airplane is no Ionger neutrdy stable
with speecl at constant. angle of attack. Because the heli-
copter has positive and not neutral static stability with
speed, it is therefore apparent that, like the airpkme in the
power-cm conclit ion, a single curve does not stice.

Static stability of helicopter.-The stat ie stability of the
helicopter in forward flight depends upon the moments pro-
chwed on the helicopter by a change in speed from trim during
flight at a constant angle of attack as well as moments pro-
ducecI by a change in angle of attack from trim at constant
speed. The moment contributed by the rotor as a result of
either of these changes has already been discussed in the
section entitled “Rotor ~haracteristics. ”

For the actuaI helicopter, the fuselage and stabilizing
surfaces (if any) VW also contribute aerodpamic moments
which -mry when either the speed or angIe of at tacli is
changed. These moments are brought about in three differ-
ent ways:

(1J Effect. of a mmiation of moment- coefllcient with tmgIe
of attack on angIe-of-at tack stability. The conventional
helicopt m fuselage has an unstabIe variation of moment
wit h angIe of attack which acids to the rotor angle-of-attack
instability. A fixed tail surface WOUIC1contribute a stt-ibiliz-
ing variation of moment -with angle of attack.

(2) Effects of a com~tant moment coefficient. during steady
flight on stribiIity -with speed. The con-rentionaI helicopter
fuseIage has a nose-down moment. coefficient during steady
flight. Thus, if the speed of the helicopter is varied from
trim at constant. angle of attack, the resulting variation in
moment. arising from the change in dynamic pressure is
destabilizing. If stabilizing surfaces contribute a nose-up
moment in steady flight, the resulting -rariat ion of moment
with speed w-ill be stabilizing.

(3j Effect of a thrust-axis offset due to a co=tant moment
coefficient during stead-y flight on stabiMy with angIe of
attack. The con-rent ional helicopter fuselage has a nose-
down moment. in steady flight which is compensated for by
the thrust vector being offset aheacl of the helicopter center
of gravity. This offset resdts in the rotor contributing a.n

adclit ionaI unstable moment. -mriation with a.ngIe-of-at t ack
change as can be understoocI by again examining figuie 5(a).
An increase in the fuseIage angle of at tack results in a nose-up
moment greater by an amount equal to the product. of the
thrust increment and the initial cent er-of-gravit y offset

than the moment produced by the rotor with no center-of-
gratity offset. Thus, nose-down fuseiage moments, -which
require the thrust a-tis to be offset forw-mcI of the center of
gravity, add to the angIe-of-tittack instability of the rotor.
If stabilizing surfaces contribute a nose-up moment. in steady
flight, the resultirg offset between the thrust. -rector ancl the
helicopter center of gratity counteracts the rotor instability
with angle of attack or, if the offset. is great. enough, will..
even make the helicopter rotor statically stabIe with angle
of attack.

The two types of forwarcl-ffight static stabiIity can be
represent ecI by the moment-coefficient curres of figures
14(a) ancI 14(b) -which can be obtained from vrincl-t unnel
tests. Figure 14(a} shows the variation of moment. coeffi-
cient about. the helicopter center of gratity -with fuselage..
angle of attack at -rarious speecls. Figure 14(b) shows the.=
variation of moment. coefficient with speecl for each of the
trim angles of attack shown in figure 14(a.]. (Figs. 14(b)
to 17 are presented to show generaI trencls but the shapes of,
the curves are arbitrary.)

In fi=wre 14 (a), a separate curve is required for each speed;
whereas, the static stability of the airpIane requires only the
s@Ie curve s]lo~~ fi fi=~re 12 (a). The reason for these

separate curves arises from the moments produced by a
change in speecI from a trim point. as can be seen in figure
14 (b]; thus, the trim point and curve of figure 14(a) are
shift ecI.

The amount of static stability or instability of the heli-
copter is quantitatively defined by the cur-res of figure 15,
which represent the eIopes of the curves of figure 14 at the
trim conclitions. Specifically, the curve of figure 15(a) -was
obt aiued by picking off values of airspeecl and ACm/Aa at

Increasing tieusi~

(s) Plot of C= agafnst a. fb) Plot of c. Sgahst K
FtGtms 14.—Bssic Static-stabflity curves fora typkal taifiess helicopter at a i5sed operating
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d.=0 from the curves of figure 14(a). Similarly, the curve
of fiegure 15(b) was obtained from the curves of figure 14(b).
l[ethocIs of obtaining cur~es similar to those of figure 15
from flight tests have not yet been fully explored.

The curves of figure 15 represent a typicaI tailless heli-
copter (one with no horizont d tail surface) in power-on
flight bemuse it is unstable with angle of attack and stable
with speed. .%ccording to reference 1, this instability with
angle of attack is a principal stability deficiency of the con-
ventional t aiIIess helicopter in forward flight..

It should be emphasized that the curves of fibgpmes14 and
15 represent the characteristics of a helicopter having given
center-of-gravity and stick positions, gross weight, rotor
speed, and collective pitch and flying at a given aItitude.
TIw effect of variations in gross weight, rotor speed, and alti-
tude can be accounted for by plotting the stability data in
nondimensional form. One possible method of plotting is
shown in figures 16 and 17.

In order to account. for a change in stick position, the con-
tribution of the fuselage and tail surfaces (if any) to the total
vaIue of ~~ must be known. The effect of a center-of-
gravity change with fixed stick position can be effectively
accounted for by correcting each vaIue of C’~in figure 16 by

an amount equaI to CL( ‘~. For the speciaI case of no mo-
.R.

ment contribution by the fuselage or taiI surface, a center-
of-gravity change at a given flight. condition results in a
cha~ge in fuselage attitude which is compensated for by a
change in stick position, and the stability of the aircraft is
nnaffect cd.= If, however, either the fuselage or a fixed taiI
surface do cent ribute moments that change with angle of
attack, a center-of-gravity change, which tilts the fuseIage,
will change the fuselage moments ancl thus change the hori-
zontal distance between the thrust vector and the center of
gravity in trimmed flight. -As discussed previously, this
chauge in center-of-gravity offset during trimmed flight. does
affect. the stabifit.y of the helicopter.

In order to take account of variations in collective pitch,
curws similar to those in figures 16 and 17 -would be needed
for several pitch values.

Clrres similar to those in figure 16 not ordy take account?
of ~-ariations in the trim value of rotor speed but ahio varia-
tions in rotor speed which will normalIy occur during changes
in fuselage angle of attack or forward speed. This variation
in rotor speed affects the static stabiIit.y of the helicopter.
For example, the tmtorotating rotor has difTerent stability
characteristics from the powered rotor. The primary reason
for this clitTerence is the fact that. the rotor speed of the auto-
rotating rot or is not controlled by the engine but is free to
vary with changes in forward speed or argle of attack.
Reference 6 states that- the effect. of these variations in rotor
speed is to make the autorotating rotor neut.ral~y stabIe with
changes in speed at. constant. angle of attack and positively
stable with changes in angIe of attack at constant speed.
Thus, the power-speed oharactaristics of the helicopter engine
affect the st abiIit y of the helicopter.

s For a given Sigfrt condition, the attitude of the rotor plane in space is fied. Thus, fn
order to maintain a @remfi-ght oondition when the center of gravity ia ehiftsd and a tilt of
the Cusetsgeand rotorplane results, the control stick must be mored to a position such that
the rotor plane returns to its initial attitude.
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FKXBE 16.—B5sscnondhnensfonal statiesfability curves fora typical tailless helicopter at a
giwn wdue of cdfectire pitch, center of gmrity, and stick position.
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DYXAMIC STASILITY

Many of the factors that influence the dynamic stability
of the helicopter in for-ward flight can be uncIerstood from
the information already presented about the dynamic be-
havior of the helicopter in hovering. lf the helicopter is
a~s~ed to ha~e neutral static stability mith respect. to

changes in angIe of attack (as it has in howr~m oscillations
as a result of nm.r-zero airspeeds), then the period of the
longitucIinal oscillation in forward flight is primarily influ-
enced by the same quantities as the hovering oscillation:
nameIy, stability with speed and damping in pitch. Th@
contention is borne out. by an examination of the approximate
equation- in reference 6 for the period of the longitudinal
oscillation of a beIicopter in forward flight. This equation,
which may be tit ten as folIows, negIectsl among other
things, the moment of inertia of the helicopter. (moment of
inertia is espected to increase the period):

If M= is assumed equaI to zero, this formula reduces exactly
to the formula for the period in hovering (Squation (2)). .-

Helicopter motion follotig a disturbance.-The importance
of stability viith speed and cIamp&~ in pitch can be shown
physically by means of the follovri.ng discussion. (The de-
scription of the oscillation -which folIows is .ordy approximate,
m secondary effects are ignored.) Consider a IongitudiuaI
oscillation of a helicopter having neutral stability with a@e
of attack. Assume the helicopter to be flying at a trimmed
condition in Ievel flight, at which time a disturbance causes
it. to nose down and start to descend as show-n in figure 18(a). ” ‘-”
The component of vreight. along the flight. path WW accelerate
the helicopter and increase its speed until the helicopter

—.—
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FIGURE 18.-Longitudfnal oscillation

reaches the position shown in figure 18(h). Because of
stability with speed, this increased velocity produces a
backward tilt of the rotor plane and a nose-up moment,
which in turn causw a nose-up-angular acceleration.

The. angular acceleration leads to an angular velocity of
such magnitude that the clamping in pitch allows the fuselage
to overtsdm the rotor thrust; thus, the vector tilt due to
stability with speed is neutralized. As long as there is a
component of weight along the flight path, the helicopter
speed wili continue to increase and the preceding steps will
I.mrcpmted. The continually increasing angular velocity of
the Micaptcr during these ‘steps results in a continuously
increasing fuselage angle of attack. In turn, the thrust wilI
cent inuously increase until it leveIs off the glide. path and
the helicopter reaches the position shown in figure 18(c).
In this position, the helicopter has approximately maximum
forward speed, maximum nosw-up angular velocity, and maxi-
mum fusehtge angle of attack, lnasmu.ch as the thrust at
this point is greater than the helicopter weight (because the
angIe of attack is greater than the trim value), the helicopter
will stt-trt to climb. The component of weight along the
flight path now opposes the foward motion and the heli-
copt m begins to slow down, and the backward tilt caused by
sttibilit.y with speed is reduced. The. resulting tih of the
rotor plane is fommrd, inasmuch as the forward tilt due to
clamping in pitch is now greater than the rearward tilt due
to stability with speed. The nose-down moment in turn
reduces the noso-up angular velocity of the helicopter to a
value such that the damping in pitch again neutrt-dizes the
remaining backward tilt of the rotor plane from trim posi-
tion which was brought about by stability with speed, and
the helicopter is in the position shown in figure 18(d). The
component of weigh~ continues to slow down the helicopter
and the preceding steps g.re..repeated., until the.. helicopter

of a typical helicopter in forwardflisl]t.

reaches the position of figure 18(c) where its velocity nml
angle of attack are equal to the trim values and it has mro
anguhu yelocity. ‘Because the hcIicoptw is now climbil]g,
it wiIl continue to decehxat.e and the cycle of cvcrds tlepietcd
by figures 18(a) to 18(e) will be repeated except that all
changes will be in the opposit c direct ion, Thus, as showu in
figure 18(f), the helicopter will have ftpproxinmtdy minimum
forward speed, maximum nose-down angular vclocit.y, nnd
minimum fuselage ftnglc of at twk. When the hciicoph’t’
reaches the! position of figure 18(g), it is in (hr smne [1ighl
condition as figure 18(a), and h cycle of events dcpictrd
in figures 18(a) to 18(e] is rcp~ated.

Effect of stability with speed and damping in pitch on
period of oscillation. —An’ incremc in stability with speed
wiII cause a larger nose-up moment for the inr rinse in speed
shown in figure 18(b). This moment will cause lttrgcr
nose-up angular velocities than hitherto tttttiincd find the
position shown in figure 18(c) wilI IM rettchcd sooner. Thus,
an increase in stdilit.y with speed reduces the period.
Equation (3) gives the same result. inasmuch & Ml. apI)&s
in the denominator. The Iarger the magnitude of [ho &mlp-
ing in pitch is, the smtdler tbv tmguhtr vcIocity, produced by
the nose-up moment of figure 18(b), required to ncutrrdizc
the stabi]i[y with speed. A longer time is thus ncccsswy to
reach the angle of attack required to level off tbc Micopter
in the position shown in figure 18(c). ‘rhus, an incrcrtsc in
damping in pitch increases the period. Equation (3) gives
the same result in that M= htis been assumed [o be equal to
zero and —..MUis a positive quantity in the numcralor.

IWect of angle-of-attack static stability on period of
oscillation, —Equation (3) shows thut tho eflcct of staiic sta-
bility with angle of attack M= is to acid to, or subtract from,
the eflcct of damping in pitch M.. If a Micopter is stuticnlly
uns~able with angle of attack, M= is positive and inasmuch m
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T. is positive, the term
T]’l’ Ma
— — is positive. Thus, the

g T.
magnitude of the numerator and, consequently, the period is
recIuced. Inasmuch as moments due to changes in angIe of
att acic and angular ~-eIocity vary during the osdIa tion, they
mus~ be approstimate~y in phase in order that they may be
added algebraically. Figures 18(c) ind 18(f) show that a
and a reach peak Yalues simultaneoudy.

Physically, the effect of angIe+f-attmk stability M= on the
damping in pitch and thus on the period can be seen from a
study of figure 18(c). When the helicopter is in this posi-
t ion, its nose-up angukm velofity, which is a maximum,
produces a maximum nose-down moment due to damping in
pitch. At the same time, the arigIe of attack, -which is aIso
a maximum, results in a maximum nose-up moment, in that.
the helicopter was assumed to be statically unstable tith
angIe of attack. Thus, the effect of static insttibility -with
angle of attack is to reduce the effect. of damping in pitch and,
consequently, the pernocl of the oscillation. lt folio-ms that,
if a stabilizing de-rice such as a td surface is instaIled on a
helicopter to make it statically stable with angIe of attack,
the period of the oscilhition wiI.I be increased.

Influence of Ii’l’/g and Te on period of oscillation.-&
previously discussed, .31=, if stable, adcls to, or if unstabIe,
subtracts from the efl?ect of M-. The relative contributioti
of these tvio quantities depenc{ upon the relative magnitudes
of the angIe-of-at tack change and the pitching velocity. The
effects of l_l”~”/gand T. are present. because they determine
the magnitude of the angIe-of-attack change for a gi-ren
pitching wzdocity. These two terms affect the maximum
change in angIe of a tt rtck for a. given mcmimum pit thing
-docity as follows: Al any point in the osciUation} the thrust
force will differ from the -weight of the helicopter by an
amount equal to the centrifugal force produced by the curved
flight path. A change in angle of attack is necessary to.
produce this change in thrust. If the change in thrust with
angle of attack T. is increased, a given increase in thrust can
be obtained by a sma~er change in angle of attack. Thus, the
Iarger the value of T= is, the smalIer the effect of M.. This
conclusion is substantial tecl by equation (i?) inasmuch as .31=
is divided by T.. The magnitude of the centrifugal force
act ing on the helicopter per unit. of pitching velocity depends
upon 17rl”/g. Therefore, the larger the value of this quantity
is, the greater the required change in thrust, the greater the
change in angle of attack during the oscillation, ancI the
greater the efFect of .ll=. Equation (3) gives the same
resuIt, inasmuch as .W is multiplied by lTT”/g.

IMect of stability parameters on divergence of osciUatiort.—
An exampIe of the influence of the stabiIity parameters that.
were previously discussed on helicopter handIing quaIit ies
is their effect on the rate of di-rergence of an oscillation in
forward flight. In practice, the rate of divergence may have
an important eflec~ on handling quafities, particularly if the
di-rergence is so great that only a fraction of one cycle can be
tolerated. (See reference 1.) According to a.n approximate
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formula in reference 6, a helicopter that is statically unstable
tith angle of attack miLIalso be cIynamicaIly unsttible, but a
Iarge amount of damping in pitch or a sacrifice in stability
with speed will reduce the inf7uence of a given amount of
static instability. Thus, it appears desirable to incorporate
in the helicopter some means of producing stabiIity ~tith
angle of attack or a large amount of damping in pitch. The
theory of reference 6 aIso indicates that. the effect of fuselage-
moment of inertia is to increase the dynamic instability—
that is, the moment of inertia of the fuselage causes the
oscillation to diverge more rapiclly.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Tn” order to impart an understanding of” some of the
factors that. affect the handling characteristics of the heli-
copter, the physicaI aspects of both the static stability and
the control-fked oscillation of the heLicopt er in hovering
ancI longitudinal forward flight have been explained.. This
explanation, -which was made for a single-rotor heIicopt er””
with fully art icukt ecI blacles, ffapping hinges on the rotor
shaft, and a conventional control system, indicates that:

(1) In hovering, the helicopter possesses neutral static
stability with respect to attitude chmges but. has positive
static stabiIity with respect to changes in trandationa]
-relocit y.

(2) When disturbed from a hovering condition, the
resulting mot ion of a heIicopt er is an oscillation, the period
of -which depends primarily upon two ftictora: namely,
moments clue to changes in speed (stability with speed)
and moments clue to the angular velocity of the helicopter
(damping in pitch or roll).

(3) For the helicopter in forward fight, “static stabiiit y
with attitude change as well as static stability with speed.
change must. be corwidered; whereas, for the low-speed
fixed-wing airplane, ordy static stabiIity with attitude
change need be considered (with power effects negIected)..

(4) In forivarcl ffight, the helicopter rotor is s~~tically
stable -with speed and statically unst abIe with angle of
attack. The instability y with nose-up changes is greater
than that -with nose-down changes. Mso, the instab~ty
vrith large nose-up changes is greater than the instability
with sma.11nose-up changes.

-—

(5) The static stability of the helicopter in forward flight
is unaffected by a cwnter-of-gravit-y shift. if no moments are
contributed by components other than the rotor. If there
are other moment contributions, as for example, from a
fixed tail surface, the static stability is affected.

(6) If neutraI angle-of-attack stabiIity is assumed and if
fusehtge inertia effects are neglected, then the motion of a
helicopter following a clisturbance in forward flight is an
oscillation, the period of -which depencIs, as in the ho-reri&--
condition, mainly upon stability with speed and damping
in pitch. The presence of static. instability y of the helicopter
with angie of attack causes the oscillation to decrease in
period.
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(7) According to an approximate theory of K. Hohenemser,
dtyrmmic instability in forward flight can be reduced by
the addition of positive static st nbility with angle of attack,
by increasing the damping in pitch, or by a sacrifice in
stability with speed.

Jiwms have been sought for the improvement of helicopter
handling qualities by the use of devices which alter the magn-
itude of one or more of the pertinent stability factors.
For example, several devices already in use either increase
the damping jn pitch or add positive static stabiIity with
angle of attack.
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